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ENDF Manual Changes



Two corrections this FY
Equation (D.24): mistaken factor of 2

Missing parenthesis, p. 346
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D.1. THE RESOLVED RESONANCE REGION (LRU=1)

reduces to the familiar form:
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The absorption (non-elastic) cross section is obtained by subtraction:

!abs(E) = !T (E)! !nn(E). (D.25)

Fission is obtained from the collision matrix by summing equation (D.22) over all incident
lsJ values and over the two exit fission channels, b=f1 and b=f2,
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The Reich-Moore formalism is described in Reference 3. Here we repeat the level-matrix
form of the collision matrix as given in the earlier versions of this manual:
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where:
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Here $b is zero for fission, $n = $l (defined previously), and the summation is over those
resonances r which have partial widths in both of the channels n and b; Er is the resonance
energy; !"r is the “eliminated” radiation width; !nr and !br are the partial widths for the
rth resonance in channels n and b.

Caution: While the following equations are correct, they can lead to serious numerical
problems if programmed in this form. For a computationally more stable form the reader is
referred to Section II of the SAMMY manual [Reference 4].

If we define a matrix % by the equation
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then the various cross sections take the following forms:

Total:
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Elastic:
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D.1.2 Multilevel Breit-Wigner (MLBW, LRF=2)

The equations are the same as SLBW, except that the equation for elastic scattering of
l-wave neutrons is !l
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This form, which has " NR2
J energy-dependent terms and can involve a great deal of com-

puter time, may be written in the following form with only NRJ terms: (See Section 2.4.12):
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For the user who does not require #- and $-broadening, the amplitude-squared form of
the equations, which are mathematically identical to the conventional MLBW equations,
require less computing time
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Caution: The use of this formalism is NOT recommended. Computation time is no longer a
valid issue for modern computers. All new evaluations should be done with the Reich-Moore
formalism (LRF=3 format for very simple cases and LRF=7 for the rest).

It is important to note that the ENDF version of the multilevel Breit-Wigner formalism
does not correspond exactly to the full multilevel formalism because it allows multilevel
computations only for elastic; for other types of partial cross sections the formalism is
single-level.
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New dev/resParameterRevisions branch
Created by Mark Paris to collect resonance documenta5on clarifica5ons

• First pass at resonance parameter revisions

• Main focus here are LRF=7 
corrections 

• KRL=1 description in 
Appendix D 

• Clarification of LRF=3 
limitations in Appendix D 

• Clarification of how LRF=7 
subsumes LRF=1,2,3 

• Other minor edits.
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D.1.3 Reich-Moore (R-M, LRF=3)

Evaluators should be aware that the full Reich-Moore formalism [Reference 2] is more general
than its ENDF implementation under LRF=3, which is a limited subset of the Reich-Moore
capabilities. In particular, the LRF=3 format is permitted only for incident neutrons, allows
no threshold reactions, and supports only two elastic neutron channels per spin group as
well as fission and capture channels; competitive reactions are not supported in LRF=3.
For a more general treatment than that a!orded by the LRF=3 Reich-Moore formalism see
Section 2.2.1.5 on R-Matrix Limited format (LRF=7).

This description of the ENDF Reich-Moore formalism di!ers from previous versions
by using notation in closer agreement with References 1 and 3. The dependence of all
quantities on channel spin has been made explicit, to support a format extension which
permits specifying the individual channel-spin components of the neutron width.

Partial cross sections may be obtained from a collision matrix Uab, which connects en-
trance channels a with exit channels b. In ENDF, the formalism is applied to neutron
reactions, a = n:

!nb =
"

k2
gn |#nb ! Unb|2 (D.22)

These partial cross sections are not observable, but must be summed over the appropriate
entrance and exit channels to yield observable cross sections. The statistical factor gn is a
result of prior averaging over channels with di!erent magnetic sub-states, since the ENDF
formulae apply to unpolarized particles.

In the Reich-Moore formalism as implemented in LRF=3, the only reactions requiring
explicit channel definitions are elastic scattering and fission; capture is obtained by sub-
traction (although it is possible to obtain it directly from the collision matrix elements).
Neutron channels are labeled by three quantum numbers, l, s, and J . In the ENDF format,
l runs from zero to NLS-1, the highest l-value that contributes to the cross section in the
energy range of interest. The channel spin s is the vector sum of the target spin I and the
neutron spin i (= 1/2), and takes on the range of values |I ! 1/2| to I + 1/2. The total
angular momentum J is the vector sum of l and s, and runs from |l ! s| to l + s. The
fission channels do not correspond to individual two-body fission product breakup, but to
Bohr-channels in deformation space, which is why two are adequate for describing many
neutron-induced fission cross sections. It is not necessary to specify the quantum numbers
associated with the two “ENDF-allowed” fission channels, and they can simply be labeled
f1 and f2.

If one sums over all incident channels n and exit channels b, and invokes unitarity, the
resulting total cross section can be expressed in terms of the diagonal matrix elements as:
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The elastic cross section is obtained by summing the incident neutron channels over all
possible lsJ values and the exit neutron channels over those quantities l"s"J " that have the
same ranges as lsJ . Conservation of total angular momentum requires that J " = J ; the
ENDF format LRF=3 imposes additional “conservation rules,” namely l" = l and s" = s
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I encourage this development!
Appendix D is a bit of a mess.

We would like to port this description to 
GNDS specifications when ready
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ENDF Format Change 
Discussion(s)
No new proposals, which is good because there is a lot to do



24 Open Issues: 3 Error/Typos

7

All TSL issues

2 are “we ran out of MAT 
number issues”

Dave promised a fix but 
hasn’t provided one



24 Open Issues: 13 Requests for 
Improvement
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24 Open Issues: 13 Requests for 
Improvement

9

Most require moderate edits, 
but some are very close to an 

actual format proposal



24 Open Issues: 13 Requests for 
Improvement
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Most require moderate edits, 
but some are very close to an 

actual format proposal

Volunteers?



24 Open Issues: 10 Format Proposals
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✍

✍

✍

✍

✍ provisional approval, 
actions pending 
(mostly writing)

🤷 kinda got forgotten

🤷

✍

🚧 lots of work needed

🚧

🤷

✍

🥌 looks easy, but it’s not

🥌



✍ Provisionally accepted resonance-related proposals:
• Brune (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/113) – action on Marco, Ian
• R_ext (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/101) – action on Wim, Jesse
• KRL (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/103) – action on Mark, Ian

✍ Provisionally accepted IRDFF-related proposals:
• MF10 (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/107) – action on Andrej, Dave
• W (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/138) – action on Andrej, Dave

✍ Provisionally accepted Kalbach-Mann proposal:
• d breakup (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/112) – action on Arjan, Dave
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24 Open Issues: 10 Format Proposals
🤷 Forgotten proposals:
• Temp (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/106) – submitter is Andrej
• MT’s (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/102) – submitter is Andrej 

🥌 Unexpectedly hard proposal:
• URR (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/105) – submitter is Andrej

This should be easy, but we keep going around and around

🚧 Ones maybe we should just drop?
• MF4/5 (https://git.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/format/endf6man/-/issues/92) – submitter is Andrej

Requires information not present in ENDF files to make practical
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